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Overview of the project 

Background to project 
The Smarter Neighbourhoods Transformation Programme is a key programme to enable the            
council to deliver savings and efficiencies. It is a very visible and emotive part of council                
services that the community values and if the service does not meet expectations the level of                
dissatisfaction is high. A key challenge in the service is being constantly distracted to do               
rework where we have not got things right. This has a clear impact on our planned work                 
meaning this is potentially delayed to do the rework and in itself drives more avoidable               
contact and demand on council services. So, our view is that getting things right, first time,                
on time will inherently make us more efficient. 
 
The Smarter Neighbourhoods Programme sponsor approached the Service Design Team          
with a challenge to identify the area where failure demand had the greatest impact.              
Understanding our failure will help us reduce demand which could have a big impact on cost,                
user experience and staff satisfaction. Looking at data from all different services it was              
apparent that Missed Bins was an area to focus on and where we could add the most value. 
 
As part of NELC failure demand project we undertook discovery work to understand the              
problem. The user research included working with waste management team, the waste            
crews, business support, customer services, members and residents. We collated and           
analysed the research work and identified data as an issue, along with 4 other areas, as key                 
opportunities to reduce failure demand.  
 
Legacy systems make it difficult to extract information from the waste system and it is not                
easy to drill down to see problem areas on a daily / weekly basis. It is also not easy to share                     
information with front line services and to keep customers informed. As part of Discovery              
phase we realised there were gaps in the data collected which left us unable to determine if                 
and why bins were genuinely missed.  

What are the current challenges? 
 
NELC neighbourhood services has undergone significant transformation over the last year.           
This includes moving to 2 weekly collection of residual waste, changes to the frequency of               
grass cutting and with reduced resources following a restructure, is pressured by increased             
fly tipping and other anti-social behaviour. This is manifesting itself in increased failure             
demand and hence the drive for the failure demand project. Data was identified as a key                
issue either not being available or in a form that the service could act on to address the                  
failure. 
 
As many parts of the service are interconnected, it is critical that planned work can be                
delivered and failure demand is minimised to avoid rework and distraction. To meet             
expectations we need to understand why containers are missed. 
 
This means that we need to have robust plans, understand our capacity restraints and how               
best to deploy our resources. Key to this is understanding the failure demand and stopping               
this happening. 
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The challenge from a data perspective was to present the information in a way that tells the                 
story or at least enables us to ask the right questions: 

● Why is this happening? 
● Where is this happening? 
● What are the opportunities for change and improvement? I.e. process change,           

training etc. 

What is the problem we are trying to solve? 
Reports produced on a monthly basis are quickly out of date and are not widely shared or                 
stored in a centralised area, resulting in a lot of ad hoc reports being produced to deal with                  
enquiries and complaints and to update managers and members. Managers were not able to              
self-serve. 

Conversations with the Smarter Neighbourhoods Programme Sponsor at the start of the            
earlier Neighbourhoods discovery project highlighted that although we had data regarding           
missed container reports, we didn’t know the number of actual missed containers or the              
reasons for failure. We were therefore unable to address failure demand and crews were              
continually being taken away from their normal schedule of work for re-work. 

It is extremely difficult to establish the number of genuine missed collections by the service               
as the reason for missed containers wasn’t recorded or if it was, it was recorded in a text                  
field which is difficult to extract for reporting. Furthermore more than one report is often made                
regarding the same missed collection. 

How did we get to where we are today? 
From research and conversations with service managers we identified initial requirements for            
a basic dashboard regarding missed container reports feeding direct from the waste            
management system to allow access a wide range of data, including back office activity and               
recording. 

An initial basic prototype was created and initially tested with the waste team manager,              
waste team leaders, waste strategy team, customer services and business support.           
Feedback was overwhelmingly positive and led us to believe that this would be a good               
project for the MHCLG Local Digital Funding opportunity as collaborating with other councils             
would be beneficial in developing the dashboard. Following a successful bid, working with             
Leeds City Council we agreed on the main objectives and a project vision at the Agile for                 
Teams training we attended: 

‘Provide a waste dashboard with accurate up to date information about missed containers to              
support service improvement.’ 
 
The vision was formulated through looking at user needs identified through sharing our 
discovery work with Leeds as highlighted in the photo below. 
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Project Outline 
The scope of the Alpha being to use existing technologies available to many councils. To               
replicate early work North East Lincolnshire Council have started to develop visualised data             
around failure in waste collection rounds. Enabling the sharing of code and method to              
achieve a successful useful output by many councils to deliver service improvement in waste              
collections. Intended as a largely internal tool to meet different users needs across waste              
management, team leaders, customer services and members but with the potential longer            
term to be used with customers via a range of CRM systems. 
 
In scope: 

● Mapping of data visualisation 
● Common data and taking forward earlier data standards work by DCLG 
● Data by authority 
● Data by round 
● Data by ward 
● Data by waste type 
● Data by collection type (assisted and unassisted) 
● Data by household 
● Data look-up by household 

 
Out of scope: 

● Missed streets (for the alpha but a definite long term aspiration) 
● New technologies (for the alpha but longer term has implications around           

procurement) 
● Production code for future Beta development 
● Use externally with customers 
● Pilot waste collection schemes such as hessian sacks for recycling (NELC) and food             

waste (LCC) 
● Change of service processes (the Alpha product providing the evidence base for            

investigation and analysis to support the service changes) 
 
Work was mapped out to include two rounds of user research with anticipated end users of                
the dashboard to gain wider user testing, feedback and suggestions. Feedback and            
suggestions were considered and if feasible were prioritised. Iterations were then made to             
the dashboard based on value added. 
 
Prototype screenshots of the iterations were shared on Pipeline, at the MHCLG roadshow             
and during fortnightly show and tells which were recorded and links added to Pipeline and               
Slack. 
 
Early on in the project, Leeds were given a login to the basic prototype to test with users at 
Leeds. Any iterations made to the prototype were viewable to both councils. Leeds were also 
given an extract of the data model including data fields and types, system codes included to 
help Leeds identify and extract the data required for the dashboard. 
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As NELC and Leeds CC use different systems, this is likely to be the same across most                 
councils. To validate our hypotheses we planned a survey across local authorities to include              
a snapshot view of their ICT estate. As we realised the potential differences, we agreed that                
we should concentrate on producing a common data model which could be replicated across              
multiple systems. We would focus on high level waste types eg Dry Recycling, Domestic and               
Garden waste within dashboard and use common language on the dashboard to increase             
scalability across councils. 
 
The timeline of the project progress is here. 

Risks and Benefits  
 
Whilst in London at the kick-off meeting and during the site visit to Leeds we discussed the                 
risks and benefits of the project and found most of them were shared across the two                
councils. We further explored the risks and benefits during the Agile for Teams training. 
 
The main risks highlighted by both Leeds CC and NELC were short timescales, increased              
complexity of working collaboratively, different technologies and system complexities, limited          
resources and trying to do too much. We considered these risks when agreeing ways of               
working and decided to use Slack, Trello and Skype to communicate throughout the project              
to enable collaborative working and to keep stakeholders informed. The risks of limited             
resources, short project timescales and trying to do too much helped us to keep the scope of                 
the dashboard realistic and achievable. 
 
Common benefits were identified as service improvement through identifying recurring          
challenges for the waste service and resource planning. Benefits to the customer were             
anticipated to be more reliable and efficient waste service and the improvement of             
communication with the customer through the collection of missed container reasons and            
better managing customer expectations. 
 
Both councils could see real benefits to collaboration and sharing of learning. 
 
 

User Research Goals  
• Valuing the user and putting them at the heart of the design  
• Identify data required to provide minimum viable product 
• Testing of the prototypes 
• Test outcomes/missed container reasons against waste service standards collection         

event taxonomies and with Leeds CC 
• To enable iteration based on the insight and feedback 
• Identify whether other authorities could replicate the same data model  
• Identify whether other visualisation tools such as PowerBI could be used to replicate             

the same prototype on a low cost basis without the need to go out to tender a new                  
system 
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Methodologies used 
● Structured research discussions with waste collection staff 
● Demos of prototype and gathering feedback in show and tells 
● Structured discussions with Customer services staff 
● Observing business support around waste services 
● Discussions with members and demonstration of early prototype 
● Survey across multiple councils to explore commonalities across systems and          

organisational data analysis maturity 
● Calling out to LA’s early in the project for information nationally using Slack 
● Using Pipeline to share the show and tells and screen shots for feedback 
● Researching costs and impact of missed containers with finance teams 
● Researching councils across the region about infrastructure and capability across          

waste systems 

Data Research Questions for Leeds City Council 
 
As well as the discovery work shared, Leeds were asked to complete some data research               
questions to give further detail to the information already shared. 

What are the key problems areas that you have to deal with at Leeds?  
Customers and customer service teams are frustrated by the lack of information in real time               
as to why a container has been missed. This leads to high levels of avoidable contact for                 
customer services as customers will contact the council before customer services have            
access to any information as systems are updated by waste at the end of the day, therefore                 
forcing customers to call back the next day. Communication between waste, customer            
services and the customers could be improved. Furthermore, recovery protocols and           
processes can be difficult to uphold by the crews resulting in frustration from customers and               
customer services. 
  
From a waste services perspective, the most common issues customers experience are            
problems with their domestic waste collections. Often a complaint is raised if the issues are               
reoccurring, the collection problems are serious (communal bins/bin yards) or if a customer             
is unaware of the Council’s policies regarding recovery action. We also receive complaints             
regarding wider policies and also problems experienced at the various Household Waste            
Recycling Centres around Leeds.  
 

What are the current challenges at Leeds?  
The in cab technology in some cases is not being used to its full potential to record missed                  
collections and the various reasons for those missed collections, therefore we have no real              
time reporting available. This means we are unable to identify the root cause of the failure                
and we cannot explain the reasons to the customer for single or repetitive missed              
collections. 
  
We currently do not have a CRM system to link customers using multiple formats to report                
missed containers, therefore work is potentially duplicated in order to address the problem.             
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We produce monthly reports on data and customer feedback highlighting problem areas but             
the impact of these reports affecting real change is uncertain.  
 
Waste Team Leaders face many challenges; these include the difficulties in contacting            
complainants and residents at suitable times and ensuring collections happen when           
roadworks or access issues have prevented these previously. Issues surrounding health and            
safety are very important, and this is one of the main issues faced by Waste Team Leaders. 

What are the current pain points for Leeds?  
The current pain points identified are: 

● Repeat missed collections 
● Customers not receiving feedback from their missed collections 
● Avoidable contact generated due to a lack of shared knowledge 
● High demand for real time reporting 

What information do you need to help you in your role to improve the              
service delivery?  
Customer service officers would want as much real time information as possible including: 

● Bins fallen in wagon 
● Single missed collections and reason 
● Missed streets with reason and planned return 
● Ability to highlight/ identify problem routes 
● Information on where call back requests from the service are failing  

 
This is dependent on whether the bin crews use the in cab technology to provide real time                 
information. It is also noted that customer services have limited access to information in              
comparison to waste services so it would be useful for this to be shared knowledge. 
  
For Team Leaders and Helpdesk it would be useful to be able to identify routes with known                 
issues. 
 
It would be useful for customer services to see missed bins information and reasons for               
individual missed collections and missed street collections to identify problem areas and be             
able to organise recovery efficiently. It would be useful to see any information which has               
been or should be passed to the customer in terms of the advice for recovery. Customer                
services would also like easy to access performance info.  
 

How could data support teams at Leeds?  
Data would enable management and team leaders to have performance data and resource             
effectively. They can highlight different issues on specific routes and look at the reasons why               
repetitive failure is happening in certain areas. 
  
Customer service officers can see more specific data to better inform customers. Customer             
services can then try and reduce avoidable contact by providing accurate and timely data 
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User Research Stages 
 

1. Initial research with Leeds council during site visit 
2. Identify user needs for the dashboard 
3. Key users of the system 
4. Identify basic overall principles of the dashboard 
5. User research methodology and participants 
6. Round 1 of user research 
7. MHCLG roadshow 
8. Round 2 of user research 
9. Test whether the prototype can be replicated across councils and different systems 
10. Waste Data Standards and using common language 
11. Regional survey to discover more about which systems other councils use and their             

data maturity. 
 

1. Initial research with Leeds council during site visit 
 
Our project lead, business analyst, developer and data officer spent the day with Leeds City               
council learning about problem similarities.  Agenda. 
Leeds had colleagues from the key project team as well as the waste Service Manager, IT                
and Customer services representatives. 

What we heard 
There are many differences between NELC and Leeds CC and the way that they manage               
their waste services, customer services and reporting. Policies and waste types also differ             
as does the technology. This means quite a challenge to achieve a common service pattern               
and ways of working. However this is also an opportunity to demonstrate that the challenge               
is not the technology but understanding user need and how this can be best met using a                 
service design led approach, treating technology as building blocks to deliver an end to end               
user journey. 

Technology 
Leeds CC use different systems than NELC to manage their waste system. Leeds use              
Collective, whilst NELC use Mayrise. Both are common waste management systems used            
across many different councils. For customer services Leeds CC use Civica 360 CRM whilst              
NELC use Firmstep. Both council’s CRM system integrates into the waste system so missed              
container forms completed by either the customer or customer services create a job in the               
waste management system. At NELC however a free text field from Mayrise is viewable from               
the CRM system so Customer Services officers can see any updates written in the field               
regarding the missed container report. Information however is limited and often of little value              
and cannot be reported on due to free text format. Customers currently receive little or no                
feedback on submitted forms. At Leeds CC customer service officers have no access to              
Collective waste system to get updates on missed container reports and jobs are often              
closed with no feedback given to the customer. 
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Leeds CC have adopted PowerBI as their corporate reporting tool and although they have              
access to Oracle APEX they are decommissioning its use in favour of PowerBI. NELC use               
Oracle APEX and are currently exploring the feasibility of PowerBI as a corporate reporting              
tool. 

Reporting 
Leeds CC produce detailed reports on a monthly basis using PowerBI and the Collective              
system. Data is pulled from their online form system into excel spreadsheets and then into               
PowerBI but still fail to understand why due to a lack of failure codes feedback from the                 
Collective system. Reports are very visual and detailed however Leeds lack real time             
reporting as monthly reports quickly become out of date. Leeds CC haven’t as yet used               
PowerBI to report from Collective, however a variety of different operational reports can be              
generated through Collective. Leeds CC have paid for the Dashboard module within            
Collective but licencing costs mean that isn’t widely used. Data is difficult to extract from               
Collective. Customer Services can’t pull Ad Hoc reports from their online form system during              
working hours. 
 
Missed container reasons are collected for missed streets but not for individual missed bins.              
Leeds CC were really keen to explore how this might be done on Collective. 
 
Leeds are working on a data warehouse for extracting waste data and this is a barrier to                 
progressing to Beta at this stage. 

Processes 
Leeds CC missed container customer report has a series of checks that it asks the customer                
before a form is generated. If the bin wasn’t presented on time, a form isn’t generated. The                 
form is also programmed to recognise if the customer has previously tried to submit the form                
with a different time to stop customers changing the time on the form to bypass the controls. 
The form also asks whether the bin was stickered for a violation of the waste policy such as                  
side waste or contamination and if it was, a form isn’t generated.  
 
All missed streets are entered into Collective when reported and work is rescheduled to              
allow crews to return. 

Policies 
The main difference in policies between NELC and Leeds CC is that Leeds don’t return for                
missed containers unless there have been 3 reports or if it is a missed street, the report is                  
escalated and crews will revisit the property. Customers are encouraged to submit a missed              
bin form even though the crews won’t return in order for the waste team to track the volume                  
of missed containers. Once the form is completed customers are given the message to put               
their container out for the next collection.  
 
Crews will return for missed assisted collections or for missed streets. 
 
Rounds operate 6 days a week including bank holidays and staff work 10 hour days over a 4                  
day period with a 3 week shift pattern. The same crew operates same round with domestic                
one week and then recycling next week 
 
Waste services are also operated in a different way and the recycling offer can differ within                
areas of Leeds with a food waste collection service available in one area of Leeds. Inner city                 
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areas have weekly waste collections and 4 weekly recycling.  
 
Garden waste is also a free scheme in Leeds whereas in NELC it is a paid service. 
 
NELC also has a pilot collection in place using hessian sacks for recycling. 
 
As these are localised and not whole borough, these are as stated out of scope as they do                  
not feature in the data set. 

Summary of main differences: 
: 

● Different CRM, waste and reporting systems 
● Different bin types and collection systems even within Leeds itself depending on area 
● Leeds don’t return for individual missed bins unless they have been missed 3 times 
● Outcomes not collected for individual missed bins in Leeds 
● Leeds report all missed streets into their waste system whereas NELC don’t.  

Common areas: 
After learning about the different processes and tools used by Leeds CC, it was perhaps               
surprising how many common areas there were too especially with regards the issues and              
problems surrounding the waste service. At both councils waste collections are a politically             
sensitive area which carries a negative effect on the reputation of the council and on               
customer satisfaction. As with other councils both NELC and Leeds CC have seen many              
changes recently to waste collections in order to work towards recycling targets, reducing             
costs and with shrinking resources. 
 
The highest volume of demand from customers is Missed containers at both councils. There              
are also issues with side waste and contamination at both councils. Customers can report              
missed containers either online or via the customer services team. At both councils a large               
percentage of reports came via telephone rather than online. 

Data 
Both councils lack timely reporting with most reports being produced on a monthly basis.              
Data from the waste system isn’t currently linked up to any visualisation tools. It is difficult to                 
gather business intelligence from the data presented. 
 
Data collected in the missed containers form and within the two waste systems is very               
similar and areas of data visualised by the initial prototype were also largely captured by               
Leeds CC. The only exception was missed container reasons for individual containers, which             
is data NELC recently started to collect as a result of the wider internal failure demand                
project. Ward information is particularly relevant to both councils who deal with a number of               
requests from members for information regarding their wards. 
 
A missed streets report is manually collated each day and emailed out to customer services,               
however this information isn’t made available to the public at either council. The process for               
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collecting this information is inefficient and it is hard to identify trends or hot spot areas from                 
how the report is produced. 
 
Both councils have invested in In Cab technology for the wagons however this isn’t being               
used to its full potential. For Leeds CC this means that it is being used inconsistently and                 
therefore data quality and reliance is poor. For NELC, implementation has been stymied and              
therefore no data is currently being collected. 

Shared goals 
Both councils shared same goal of reducing contact and bad publicity caused by missed              
container reports. The desire to make better use of their data and to see something different                
with regards reporting was also shared. Both councils could see the benefit of having up to                
date data which could be used to visualise trends in missed bins to quickly and easily see                 
where we are failing and to use this intelligence to inform resource planning and service               
improvement. 

2. Identifying User needs for dashboard 
 
During the agile for teams training, in February, we reflected on the key user needs which                
were identified during both councils’ discovery work and our site visit to Leeds. We wrote               
these up as user needs to cover each anticipated system user and to identify acceptance               
criteria which we would use to ensure that the dashboard meets user needs. We also               
developed NELC user personas and Leeds user personas to help us identify with customer,              
members and end users. Resident user needs however as an internal dashboard are those              
as a result of enabling the service improvements where internal users have access to the               
data to take formative action to improve the service (this was the predication for the failure                
demand project). 

User Needs - Team Leaders 
- Last 7 day picture of missed containers so can organise resources 
- Display information by crews and by wards to organise resources and deal with             

member related queries 
- Also need longer term picture to investigate complaints and spot trends in missed             

containers 
- Property search to investigate complaints 
- Map views 

User Needs - Service Managers 
- Require short, medium and long term information 
- Ward information with maps to deal with member queries 
- Round/crew information 
- Functionality to drill down to individual properties 
- See long term trends and patterns to inform resource planning and service            

improvement at strategic and operational level 

User Needs - Customer Services 
- Simple minimal information related to individual properties 
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- Quick and easy property search with details and history of missed container reports             
for each property 

User Needs - Members 
- High level detail of missed containers in their ward 
- Charts and map views with ability to filter by missed bin reason 

 

User Stories Acceptance Criteria 

As a…. Team Leader for waste.. 
 
I want … to be able to see the number of missed 
containers by type and round… 
 
So that.. I am able to organise resources and 
improve efficiency. 

It’s done when dashboard provides: 
 
-Filters for waste types and crew rounds 
 
-Ability to drill down to see patterns 

As a ...Team Leader for waste.. 
 
I want… to be able to quickly and easily drill 
down into individual properties 
 
So that… I can get a better understanding of the 
number of times individual containers are missed 
and why this is so that I can stop this happening. 

It’s done when dashboard provides: 
 
-Ability to search different time periods 
 
-Individual property search 

As a ...Service Manager for waste.. 
 
I want.. my service to run smoothly with few 
disruptions 
 
So that… I can run a productive and efficient 
service. 

It’s done when dashboard regularly used: 
 
-to plan resources 
 
-to improve service delivery 

As a ...Customer Services Officer 
 
I want.. To be able to provide the resident with 
correct and timely advice 
 
So that… I can close the call 

It’s done when: 
 
-Data is refreshed at least nightly 
 
-Data is accurate and complete 

As a... resident 
 
I want… to be provided with correct information 
 
So that … I know why my container has been 
missed and what happens next. 

It’s done when: 
 
-We know why my container was missed 
 
-Information provided is correct 

As a … resident 
 

It’s done when: 
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I want… a reliable waste collection service 
 
So that… my container is collected on time. 

-Decline in missed container reports 
 
-Reduction in customer contact 

As a ... member 
 
I want… to be able to see how many containers 
have been missed in my ward and why 
 
So that… I can address any problems with waste 
collection in my area. 

It’s done when dashboard provides: 
 
-Filter by ward 
 
-Ability to see which containers are missed 
and why 

 

3. Key users of the dashboard 
 
The key users of the dashboard are expected to be waste back office staff, service               
managers and customer service officers so their needs were prioritised when iterating the             
dashboard.  
 
Residents needs were explored during discovery work with the Business analyst speaking to             
residents whilst working with the crews. The wide range of information available on the              
dashboard was considered not appropriate to publish externally. It is expected however that             
residents will however benefit from the dashboard through an improvement in the service             
being delivered and in more information being available on the reason for their containers              
being missed.  
 
Members were also considered during initial discovery work and a paper prototype of a              
smaller scale dashboard was tested with waste office staff to judge how comfortable they              
would be with members having access to this information. The dashboard has the potential              
to have restricted views of the data if councils wish to progress with this feature. 

4. Overall basic principles of the dashboard 
 
User research and working with Leeds at the Agile for Teams training, we highlighted the               
below principles for the dashboard: 

Simple in design and easy to use 
Users should be able to navigate around the system without much guidance. Sections             
should be clear and self-explanatory with the same format throughout the prototype and             
information presented should be easy to understand and clearly presented. 

High level detail but functionality to drill down to individual property 
Users should be able to see data over a period of time to give trend information and spot                  
patterns in missed bin reports. This will aid service development and the planning of              
resources. 
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Common language 
Dashboard should use plain english and use common waste terms which multiple users will              
understand 

Filters to allow flexible approach to information available to support individual           
requirements and remove need for Ad hoc reports to be produced 
The dashboard should meet a range of user needs. Users should be able to custom their                
views through the use of filters to see a wide range of information. It is hoped that the                  
dashboard will avoid Ad Hoc reports having to be run which can be time consuming to run                 
and generally just used once.  

One stop shop for all missed bin information 
The dashboard should be a one stop shop for both strategic and operational missed bins               
data. The dashboard should meet a range of user needs whether it is high level data, trends                 
or drill down into individual property data. Waste teams should be able to use the dashboard                
for operations, strategic and resource planning, resolving complaints and obtaining figures to            
help with FOI requests. 

5. User Research Methodology and participants 
NELC user research was carried out by having informal chats face to face and were led by                 
the Business analyst, the  Information specialist and Information officer.  
  
During the interview sessions, the participants were asked about their experience when            
undertaking their role and the issues they encounter on a daily basis regarding missed bins,               
where the main problems areas were, and what improvements could support the service             
and the resident. 
 
The prototype was demonstrated in show and tells, in staff workplace and in the crew staff                
room either using the system or paper prototypes. 
 
Questions asked were: 

● Do you feel this dashboard would be useful to you in your work 
● Would you use it? 
● What would you use it for? 
● Is there anything missing that you would need? 
● Is there anything you don’t think is useful? 
● How easy is it to use? 

 
 
Participants for NELC research: 

● Waste management team managers, team leaders and strategy team 
● Business support team 
● Customer services - contact centre and Customer access point 
● Members 
● Crew 
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Leeds CC methodology: 
● Customer feedback analysis from follow up contact, customer surveys and calls 
● Shadowing of customer services 
● Shadowing of waste back office staff 
● Data analysis  of both customer services and waste services 
● Desk research of member enquiries 
● Systems and process mapping to determine how data is processed 

  
Participants for LCC research: 

● Customer services 
● Waste business support team 
● Waste managers 
●  Social media officers 
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6. Round 1 of User Research 
Below are screenshots of the initial prototype at the start of the project. 
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NELC User Feedback 
We demonstrated the initial basic prototype to Waste Service Manager, Team Leaders,            
Business Support Officer and Strategy team as well as Customer Services and            
Communications Officer. 
 
Feedback and discussion at the demonstration was extremely positive and in conjunction            
with Leeds CC has informed the iterations to the dashboard throughout. 
 
Key iterations identified in Round 1 tab of the iteration spreadsheet, has developed a better,               
improved dashboard and solution which meets the needs of both local authorities, waste             
management, team leaders and customer services. 
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The dashboard was well received with everyone liking how easy it was to view the               
information and the simplicity of the layout. The group liked how visualising the data through               
charts, drilldown features and maps allowed patterns to be easily identified. One particular             
pattern of note, was how easy it was to spot that a lot of the properties with a high number of                     
reports were where more than one report had been made for the same missed container. 
 
We also demonstrated dashboard to two Members, one being a portfolio holder and the              
Deputy Head of Operations; and also in a separate session to the Assistant Director of               
Environment.  
Members were really pleased to see information by ward and maps were very well received.               
Visualising information in this way showed the potential for this to be used in other service                
areas. 
 
The Assistant Director of Environment liked the dashboard and was particularly interested in             
drilling down into the reasons why containers were missed and in the ward information.  

Leeds Feedback 
 
Leeds demonstrated the prototype to 4 people from the Waste team and 5 people from               
customer services. 
 
Overall, Leeds user research found the prototype does meet waste management needs for             
identifying missed bin collections and for performance management as it will help the service              
to improve service delivery by targeting resources more effectively and allocating capacity to             
priority areas. It helps to identify any recurring challenge or issues so that resources can be                
deployed and investigations into recurring missed container collections can progress. 
  
This tool will help to better manage customer expectations by having clear data that we can                
use to provide the customer with accurate and up-to-date information about their container             
collections and why their bin was missed, reducing the amount of contact we receive and               
reduce complaints. 
 
Suggestions for improvement 
The prototype needs a differentiation between individual missed bins and full street missed             
bins. This is because the response to the customer is different for each type. By displaying                
this, it will improve clarity around what constitutes as a ‘failure’ and how we communicate               
this internally and with customers. 
 
The service would like to see an outcome shown somewhere on the dashboard which shows               
how best to advise the customer. For example, if there has been a group of properties (full                 
streets), we need to advise the customer to leave their bin out for two working days after the                  
normal collection day as the service should be aware of the failure and will have already                
made arrangements to ‘recover’ the container. If more than two working days elapses the              
customer is advised then to take their container back into their property and wait for the next                 
collection. If the bin is one individual property, the householder is advised to take the               
container back into their property and await their next scheduled collection. This is in line               
with the waste policies.  
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Leeds Waste Services feedback 
“The dashboard is a useful tool which will help us to communicate effectively with the               
customer providing the most up to date information. It will help us to ensure that any missed                 
bin collections are identified and recovered quickly minimising any disruption to the public.” 
Leeds CC Waste Services Officer 
 

● Have the HOME page as simply a navigation to other tabs/areas 
● ‘Waste type’ tab is useful but would be beneficial to filter by type of missed container                

(street/individual) and ward 
● “Love the map tab!” 
● Language used is different from Leeds (eg. ‘crew’ and ‘gang’) 

 
Leeds Customer Services feedback 
 

● Customer Services Officers pleased with the potential of live data and the prospect of              
being able to offer customers real time information 

● CSOs found prototype easy to use and self-explanatory  
 

7. MHCLG roadshow 
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We presented screenshots of our prototype at one of the sessions and received positive              
feedback. Missed bins was clearly an area of interest for many councils and verbal feedback               
throughout the demonstration highlighted that missed containers was an issue at several            
councils as was the lack of usable data to inform service improvement.  
Other councils were also interested in extending the prototype to include missed streets and              
there were discussions on how we could make this data more open to reduce customer               
reports and demand. 
 
With regards language used on the dashboard, one comment received, which was also             
voiced by our partners in Leeds, was that ‘missed container reason’ would be a clearer term                
to use on the dashboard than using ‘outcome’ when referring to the reason why the               
containers were missed. During the session we shared contact details and a link to our               
project and pipeline page for further comments or suggestions, however none was received. 
 

8. Round 2 of user research 
Following round 1 of user testing, we discussed feasibility of user wants and needs and the 
value added to the dashboard compared with the effort involved. We were also careful to 
consider user needs, scope, dashboard requirements and timescales when prioritising the 
suggestions made. Full details of iterations are in Round 1 tab of Log of dashboard 
improvement suggestions and iterations. 
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The screenshots below show the changes made to the dashboard and the iterations made 
had quite a significant impact on the look and feel of the prototype as well as additional 
product features being included. 
 
A lot more flexibility had been built into views to allow users to filter by ward and by missed 
container reason on all pages. 
 
A new page had also been added which we initially called the one map. This allows users to 
apply all filters on the one map. This gives an extra level of flexibility with the ability to filter 
by waste type, crew, round, collection type and ward all on the one map.  
 
The Overall Performance page, renamed from the Waste Type page had also changed 
significantly with the inclusion of more graphs. 
 
The time period feature was also changed based on user need to have more flexibility with 
the time periods upon which you could search. 
 
Home page 
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Overall Performance page

 
The One Map 

 
Gang chart 
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Map by ward 

 
Property Lookup 

 
 

NELC research with Team Leaders, Strategy Officers and a Business          
Support Officer. 
 
We visited the waste depot in Grimsby to gather feedback on iterations made to the               
prototype. We discussed developments made to the dashboard since the first round of user              
testing with the 2 Strategy Officers and with the Business Support Officer and then in a later                 
session with the Team leaders. We then demonstrated the iterated prototype, talking through             
the changes made to the dashboard and asking for feedback on the changes made. Overall               
feedback was very positive and the strategy team felt that they would definitely use the               
dashboard.  
 
“The provision of a waste dashboard will make a positive contribution to supporting             
service improvements within the Waste Services department.” Waste Strategy Officer 
 
Waste Strategy officers made some further suggestions for improvement including adding           
total counts to the top of the map pages so that it was easy to see the total count of missed                     
containers rather than just individual map points. They also felt that the graphs on the               
Overall Performance page needed to be bigger and clearer. 
 
"We will definitely use it and this will support any round change implementations."  
 
“The dashboard will not only vastly improve feedback waste services provide to support             
services, customer services and its customers, it will create more accurate data which can              
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be used to identify performance issues and improvements and create a more efficient, cost              
effective service.” 
NELC Waste Team Leaders 
 
We also demonstrated the dashboard to the team leaders. They liked the iterations and felt               
that the Overall Map added real value in ease of use with all the round, ward and missed                  
container reason being viewable on the same map. We asked if they felt the system was                
easy to use and they felt it was. We asked if they would use the dashboard and they said                   
that they definitely would. They saw value in using it to quickly find information to resolve                
complaints and plan resources. An unforeseen use was the suggestion that it could be used               
it during team meetings with the crews to highlight missed containers on the individual              
rounds and explore the reasons why these containers were being missed.  
 

Summary of user testing 
 
Liked : 

● Changes to home page 
● New overall performance page 
● Having more charts on the Overall performance page 
● Saw potential of using dashboard to manage rounds and share information with staff 
● Quick and easy to use 
● Refined look and feel to dashboard 
● Waste Team leads really liked One View Map, now renamed as overall map on              

dashboard 
 
Suggestions: 
 

● Format of charts on overall performance page needs revisiting 
 
The missed bin reason pie chart is small and difficult to read. It also looks rather messy. It                  
was suggested that we add bigger charts in if we could to make the information more                
readable. 
 
 

● Property lookup needs further search criteria 
 
Team leaders pointed out that they didn’t always have UPRN or postcode details for              
properties and they felt that a search box for the street name and area would be necessary                 
to ensure that they could quickly and easily find missed container reports for all properties. 
 

● Totals added to each page on banner 
 

Add total counts to the top of the map pages so that it was easy to see the numbers of                    
missed containers rather than just individual map points. 
 

● Could we add year on year comparison chart 
 
To enable tracking and trend over service performance and an early warning indicator of any               
issues to monitor and manage. 
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NELC research with Waste Crews 
 
Following research with the Team leaders and their view that crew should see the              
dashboard and the information collected. Even if they wouldn’t have access to the             
dashboard, we felt that the crew should be aware of the data developments being made and                
see some of the results that have come out of the discovery work that was undertaken with                 
them. 
 
We visited the crew in their staff room towards the end of their shift to talk to crew about the                    
missed bins dashboard and the project itself. Due to lack of wi-fi in the room we took                 
screenshots of the prototype for crews to feedback their views.  

 
 
“It would be good to have the dashboard information shared with us”.  
NELC Driver/Loader Charge Hands 
 
We heard that the crews felt that round changes have a significant effect on number of                
missed containers.  
From the overall trend graph we can see clearly see large spikes in missed collections when                
we moved to fortnightly waste collections, Christmas and periods of bad weather. It is easier               
to see impact of decisions made on collection rates from the dashboard. 
 

NELC user research with customer services 
 
Further research was conducted with customer services to test whether the missed bins             
dashboard could be used by customer service advisors when dealing with enquiries. 
 
Unlike Leeds CC the customer service team at NELC already have access to the waste               
system so are able to view progress of missed bin reports. We spoke to 5 different Customer                 
Service Advisors to gain their views on the potential for having a restricted view of the                
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dashboard where customer service advisors could do a property search to look up missed              
bin reports and see reason why they were missed. 
 
“It is extremely useful to see which properties are regularly missed so investigations can              
happen to find out why. Great to see live information and give customers meaningful              
updates.” 
NELC Customer Services Team supervisor 
 
“This tool shows the specific waste history of a single customer allowing us to adapt quicker                
to the information and providing solutions or answers through the pattern of their previous              
issues/reports.” 
NELC Customer Services Team supervisor Advisor 
 
Overall feelings were that the dashboard was simple to view and looked easy enough to use.                
Further details in comment boxes about the missed bin report raised are however available              
in Mayrise, NELC waste system and this would probably be needed. If advisors have to use                
both Mayrise and the dashboard to look at missed container reports, this would feel like               
double-handling. NELC customer services feedback from user research 
 

Leeds CC user research with customer services 
 
Leeds also did a second round of user research with 5 officers from the customer services                
team to test iterations to the prototype and how useful the tool would be to their customer                 
services team. 
 
‘I think this is a really useful tool for displaying refuse data. Some of it may be a little more                    
than most CSOs would need but it looks great for identifying patterns and problem areas.’ 
Leeds CC Customer Service Officer 
 

● It’s involves quite a lot of information that I won’t necessarily need to know 
● Being able to filter areas is really useful 
● Seeing maps of the city is useful – especially if you can filter to specific areas 
● Quite complicated unless you understand what you are looking at. 

 Full details of the iterations made from the suggestions collated are available in the Round 2 
tab of Log of dashboard improvement suggestions and iterations. 

Final Iterations 
 
NELC suggestions made by the Waste Strategy team and Team leaders were taken on 
board and changes made to the Overall Performance page to now give it two tabs along the 
top to make the pie chart for missed bins reason appear on a separate tab so that we could 
make it bigger and more readable.  
 
Final Overall Performance page - Missed containers by Waste Type view 
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Final Overall Performance page - Missed Container Reasons view

 
 
Following user need to sometimes identify a property from the house number and street 
alone, the property search criteria was expanded to include street and town. 
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Final Property Lookup page

 
 
 
Following identification of a user need to see the total number of missed container reports on 
the map pages, we have added a text bar above the map which dynamically changes to 
match the criteria selected. 
 
Map by Crew final page
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9. Test whether the prototype dashboard can be replicated         
across councils and different systems 
 
Alongside of this we needed Leeds to test and validate the data model and data extract to                  
test whether this information could be extracted from different waste systems. 
 
Leeds were able to follow the data extract model to get data out of their waste system to be                   
able to replicate the APEX prototype in PowerBI in all areas apart from missed container               
reasons for individual missed bins as this isn’t currently collected.  
 
We also needed Leeds to test whether they could replicate the APEX prototype in PowerBI               
to test the assumption that this could be replicated across different visualisation tools. APEX              
to PowerBI dashboard comparison 
 
During Leeds CC’s site visit to NELC we looked at the prototype created on PowerBI and                
compared it to the APEX to make sure that the functionality was largely similar. Agenda. 
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https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1ipfP0BzlgtqESKGKBTodMq6Ri9nmE_sTT4yytuJzV2E/edit
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In PowerBI Leeds are able to: 
 

● Differentiate between street and individual missed container collections 
● Numbers, locations, dates and any other data elements in the data being taken from              

Collective (waste data system) 
● Visuals can be shown online through websites and embedded in sites 
● Click on the map to show missed bin collections and related data 
● Show related street events ie. Blocked access/roadworks 
● Bring live data into the system by plugging PowerBI to the server database and with               

a build (live query). This may slow data down if running on live. 
● Data can be produced on customers that need contact but this would not be an               

automated process 
 

To progress the prototype further Leeds will need to: 
 

● Improve analysis of outcomes –only street level has a ‘reason’ for being missed at              
the moment 

● Determine how failure is defined and presented in the data 
● Establish how to provide information to customer on next steps. We would need to              

understand the relationship in timescales andcontainer collection dates and relevant          
protocols 

 
However, due to other wider business intelligence work Leeds City Council are not able to               
commit to a Beta development at this stage. 
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10. Waste Data Standards and using common language 
 
We have considered the waste data standards and applied them to the prototype where              
appropriate.  
 
At the start of the project we did a call-out on LocalGovDigital Slack channel asking               
questions about type of receptacles used for waste. We received 4 replies, one of which               
highlighted a great website http://govbins.uk/ which shows the variation in waste containers            
and colours used by councils. This together with previous work done on the Waste Data               
standards highlighted that each council use different processes, boxes, containers and even            
different coloured receptacles to carry out their waste services. In order to successfully             
produce a dashboard which could be used cross-councils we would need to concentrate on              
the commonalities between councils such as waste type, crews and ward areas and not              
reference container types or colours.  
 
We compared the missed collection events from the waste service standards taxonomies on             
Github to our missed container reasons to ensure that the language we used matched the               
standards. Some of the missed container reasons were not available on the standards but              
where they were, our missed container reasons matched the standards and language used.             
This is highlighted on the missed container reasons and comparisons to Standards tab of the               
Waste System Extract document. 
 
We have worked to identify differences in language used between Leeds and NELC and              
made changes to ensure we are using a common language. Changes have been made such               
as Crew’ instead of ‘Gang’, ‘Performance’ instead of ‘by Waste type’, and ‘Reason’ instead              
of ‘Outcome’. 
 
 

11. Regional survey to discover more about which systems         
other councils use, their data maturity and appetite for a          
potential Beta. 
 
In order to test the market potential both in appetite and practicality, we shared via MHCLG,                
Yorkshire & Humber peer group, GDS a snapshot of the prototype dashboard and a short               
survey to complete.  We aimed to understand: 
 

● Current ICT infrastructure across councils 
● Data analysis maturity across councils 
● Interest in our proposal and if this approach would be a priority 

 
The raw outputs of the survey including comments are available here. 
 
18 councils responded and key findings were: 

● Only 3 out of 18 councils have outsourced their waste collection operations 
● There is a large amount of duplicity of effort happening across participating councils             

to achieve the same objective of making the best use of their data 
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https://www.localdigitalcoalition.uk/product/local-waste-service-standards-project/
http://govbins.uk/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17H8TSw4XdvHSqr-dWQ4gAypz63W8nrOd7cgVrwDmN-E/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y6CkvAzjZI-QjQtmScHwTa9alfPFgJrD0QrNJYvKsRw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y6CkvAzjZI-QjQtmScHwTa9alfPFgJrD0QrNJYvKsRw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W4f6xAdt_wOXi5RaU_4_0OfSDEFecoH-chlPcoPWc9E/edit?usp=sharing


● Levels of maturity and ability to access and process the data seem low at 40% on                
average across respondents and demonstrates potential to share learning and skills 

● 52% of participating councils said that this approach would be a priority to improving              
service delivery 

● There are also some strong commonalities in the systems used across local 
authorities which mean good potential to share and scale the approach, with 9 
authorities out 18 using either Collective or Mayrise as a waste management system 

 
Further analysis of the survey findings is available here. 

Summary of our research findings 
Our further research beyond the discovery phase has revealed the following: 
 

● Highest volume of failure demand and customer contact at both Leeds CC and NELC 
● Current lack of timely data to support service improvement 
● Different systems used and container types but common service issues 
● That processes and common language across teams is essential 
● Clarity about why containers are missed is essential 
● Common data can be adopted however data on missed container reasons might not             

be currently collected by councils 
● That using data needs to be in unison with reviewing back office and other              

procedures 
● Data needs to be robust and of a high quality with all reports logged to ensure that                 

dashboard is accurate and can inform decision making 
● The view of all user groups is vital to successful delivery ensuring access to the right                

data and view 
● Prototype can be replicated across both APEX and PowerBI 
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https://trello-attachments.s3.amazonaws.com/5c114d18cb75de6fb574f53f/5cc7fc7d973804402bc71aa0/a79d4c262446f59d731fb6a9ce7e27d3/Waste_Survey_-_final.docx


Appendices 
● Business and Benefits Case 
● Pipeline (including links to all show and tells live streamed using Google hangouts via              

Youtube) 
● Data model 
● Project timeline 
● Benefits and risks to project 
● Agenda for site visit to Leeds 
● Link to user personas NELC 
● Link to Leeds CC personas 
● Data extract document 
● Log of dashboard improvement suggestions and iterations 
● Survey questions 
● NELC customer services feedback from user research 
● APEX to PowerBI dashboard comparison 
● Agenda for site visit to NELC 
● Shared code examples from APEX 
● Common data standards 
● Raw outputs of the Local Authority survey 
● Analysis of survey outputs 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oQlgCySKLHwwpK_iTAnw4Yde0FLBbAgm0P5ff-MtWZA/edit#
https://pipeline.localgov.digital/wiki/265/visualising-failure-in-waste-services-mhclg-innovation-fund
https://pipeline.localgov.digital/wiki/265/visualising-failure-in-waste-services-mhclg-innovation-fund
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1ipfP0BzlgtqESKGKBTodMq6Ri9nmE_sTT4yytuJzV2E/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.nelincs.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Digital-2017.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xqMZRrUGQWFtZY-jycTpLu0afgKu5L2mKUJ2CeVb-bo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UP_xjDdz6N-YLJmqmAz-wGH5aQ0SDvPZkFYZ72Xunng/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19jbqxnic7sQnGbePGOn3A2XFb85d5KexvsLA9FEkxqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fSROkJVqYryGchtdbRLnX1soi5_UhkMHMMiON-A6XoY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17H8TSw4XdvHSqr-dWQ4gAypz63W8nrOd7cgVrwDmN-E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PLQJgduKv0SYScWaAyLD1Y5S1SSm4I8XRw74FKffRw8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y6CkvAzjZI-QjQtmScHwTa9alfPFgJrD0QrNJYvKsRw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PFOdktDk9aMGLkzFBNVbbVpqoR_TPik9HdFyWA8ijI8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17iKjGWrFV5YateYl9pBjugd7V3y0REVH-R3lj3vsUzM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EGlQn2kTOLt794xLGI31yy6WQE4-oRuSjwahnv2KRqU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Fsk9FoBAHO4pZUk0BxpWjmpdORye65vgwCmoPKmY75w/edit
https://www.localdigitalcoalition.uk/product/local-waste-service-standards-project/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W4f6xAdt_wOXi5RaU_4_0OfSDEFecoH-chlPcoPWc9E/edit?usp=sharing
https://trello-attachments.s3.amazonaws.com/5c114d18cb75de6fb574f53f/5cc7fc7d973804402bc71aa0/a79d4c262446f59d731fb6a9ce7e27d3/Waste_Survey_-_final.docx

